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For Learners: 
 
Why do you need to improve your understanding of 
spelling, punctuation and grammar?  
 
Almost all employers view effective written communication 
as an important skill for employability. It is also a skill which 
many potential candidates lack. So, improving your 
understanding of spelling, punctuation and grammar could 
help you into the career of your choice. Failure to 
demonstrate good quality written communication may imply 
a lack of professionalism – or that you don’t pay attention 
to detail. As your career progresses, the amount of written 
communication that you produce is likely to increase. Clearly-written, grammatically-
correct and properly-punctuated letters and reports and other written communication 
will be important for carrying out your role professionally and effectively.  So 
improving your understanding of spelling, punctuation and grammar is a wise 
investment of your time. When businesses fail to take care with accuracy, they may 
appear to be unprofessional to the public and customers. Some internet businesses 
say that revenue is being lost due to poor spelling. Text speak is great for social 
media but formal language is needed in your professional life, when applying for a 
job, and in many workplaces. 
 
How to improve your work: 
 
1. Proof reading: reading through your work to check for errors. 
2. Use a dictionary and thesaurus: check for better words or correct spellings. 
3. Peer Assessment: a friend or colleague can check your work and you can check 

theirs. 
 
Spelling strategies: 
 

 Break it into sounds ( d-i-a-r-y) 

 Break it into syllables (re-mem-ber) 

 Use a mnemonic (necessary has one collar and two sleeves) 

 Refer to a word in the same family (muscle – muscular) 

 Say it as it sounds (Wed-nes-day) 

 Find words within words (I am in Parliament) 

 Use analogy (bright, light, night…) 

 Use a key word (horrible/drinkable for able and ible) 

 Learn by sight (look-cover-say-write-check) 
 
Inform your tutor if you have a specific learning need, such as dyslexia, or if 
you have an EHCP in place. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

SPAG GUIDANCE 
 
Providers aim to support learners to improve their basic literacy skills in order to 
develop their own skills and confidence and to boost their employability chances.  
Marking work needs to be approached with sensitivity and tutors need to be aware of 
learner confidence, individual learning needs and of any EHCPs in place. The tutor’s 
job is not to correct all mistakes the learners have made, but to help them to learn 
from their mistakes. 
 
MARKING FOR LITERACY GUIDELINES: 

CORRECTING SPELLING ERRORS 

 Spelling errors should be indicated with an ‘Sp’ code and the word underlined.  

 Generally, the tutor will allow time, either in a lesson or as part of homework, for 

learners to correct underlined spelling errors themselves.  

 It is recognised that it may not always be appropriate for every spelling error in a 

piece of writing to be corrected. Corrections may be limited to specific key words 

and words it is felt learners ‘ought’ to know. 

 Tutors should remain sensitively aware when correcting the work of learners with 

a Specific Learning Disability, in line with the guidelines in their EHCPs.  Learner 

confidence should also be considered. 

 

CORRECTING GRAMMAR AND PUNCTUATION 

 Punctuation and grammar errors should be indicated with a ‘p/g’ code and the 

phrase underlined. 

 It is recognised that it may not always be appropriate for every punctuation or 

grammar error in a piece of writing to be corrected. 

 Tutors should remain sensitively aware when correcting the work of learners with 

a Specific Learning Disability, in line with the guidelines in their EHCPs. 

 

MARKING CODE 

Symbol: In the text Meaning of symbol: 

Para // Paragraphing error 

Sp beleive Spelling error (word underlined) 

p/g I should of Punctuation or grammar error (phrase underlined) 

^ R^bbit Word or letter missing 

? The rabbit 
this that then 

Unclear meaning / clumsy expression 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

Does SPAG matter? Examples of exercises for Learners: 
 
How would you punctuate this sentence? 
 
A woman without her man is nothing. 
 
Two possible ways to punctuate the sentence giving two different meanings: 
 
A woman, without her man, is nothing. 
 
A woman: without her, man is nothing. 
 
 
 
 
 
Other examples: 
 

We have  

upped our game. 

Now up yours! 

 

 

If the baby does not thrive on fresh milk it should be boiled. 
 
 


